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Actual Customer Quotes

“

We have received over 1000 testimonials and success stories from our Clients. Listed
below are actual quotes taken from the feedback that we received through emails and
letters. We would like the opportunity to deliver these same kinds of results for you.

 AngelVision delivered as promised: a superior product, in a
timely fashion, with sensitivity to our needs in a professional
manner. And they followed up to offer help if needed. You have
restored my faith in American business. [Lifestyle Medicine]

 New customer accounts increased by 100%. [BASE]

 We've doubled our sales. [Chentronics]

 In the first few weeks alone, our Impact Move generated 16
new leads! [Chlor Rid]

 Our company revenues are up 50% from last year. [SolarBee]
 Revenues are up 50% this year. We went from Number 4 to
Number 1. [Vigilan]
 Our Impact Movie has opened new markets where we never
thought we could go before. [Astec]
 Very, very impressive…you have a fan! [Thyssen Krupp]
 We closed 25 new clients in the first 8 weeks! [Grip-On Tools]
 We have already increased our international business by 63%.
[Dura Plastics]
 It has helped us increase our business by 15% over the past
12 months. [ProfitStars]
 It has worked perfect. [CS Group]
 We had a 25% callback rate from prospective clients. [CPC]
 The Impact Movie gets the word out. When looking at the sales
curve, the last 7 out of 8 months have been record months…
sales year-to-date are higher than ever. [PSNI]
 The Impact Movie definitely landed our biggest account yet.
260 stores! We are breaking records! [Earthwise Mulch]
 I learned after the first call that you knew what you were doing.
Every time I came up with an idea you came up with a better
one. I just pulled myself out of the equation. And that was a
relief. [White Oaks Associates]

 We now have the full attention of at least 10 customers that
previously showed little interest in us. [Ingenico]

 We made a $70k sale with no effort. [It’s] priceless. [L3]
 The Impact Movie opened doors to a customer that we have
unsuccessfully pursued for 4 years. [Davis JD Steel]
 Customers say it caught their attention and they understand
what our software does. It’s an excellent marketing tool. [ECore]
 The Impact Movie has been so effective getting our message
out that our competition asked if they can sell our product.
[Glide Fitness]
 Our Sales Team loves it! The Impact Movie gets our message
out and then the sales team can begin the conversation with
an informed potential client. [Adhesion Technology]
 The first time my sales team saw our Impact Movie, they gave
me a standing ovation. [Industrial Scientific]
 If you’re weak on sales personnel and need to multiply
yourself, then this is the answer. [Calhoun Bend Mill]
 We have had calls for sales quotes from people who had
received a forwarded email from our customers. It is getting
passed around! Everyone who sees it loves it. Our distributors
and agent love it as a sales tool. [Kellett Enterprise]
 From my perspective, it is everything I wanted when I was first
introduced to your company, and seeing the final product has
me already thinking about the next one in detail. [PDC]

 Our response rate using the Impact Movie has been higher
than any other e-mail we have tried. [REGO-FIX]

 We’ve increased our web visits over 200% in one week.
[Munson Research]

 You guys are Rock Stars! I scored a million points with you!
This process has been the smoothest thing to come down in
years. [beBetter Network]

 Our website traffic has increased by 30%. [STI]

 I can tell you already that the email open rate on this marketing
letter is by far the best I’ve yet seen-and this just at first blush.
[Atlantic Telecom]

 This has been a morale boost for my consultants. It helps
differentiate us. [Fulcrum SearchScience]

 I was totally impressed. It’s amazing that with a 45 minute
interview, you were able to write a script that was better than
anything any of us had come up with in the past 37 years.
Everyone has been so good to work with! What a great
company! [WT Cox Subscriptions]
 The whole process gave us the opportunity to really look at our
business in ways we never had before. [MMS]

 Great People! Great Product! Great Experience! [C&L Ward]

 AngelVision helped us raise the bar of professionalism in our
industry. [Advocate Medical]
 Working with your team was an enjoyable and amazing
experience. We were so impressed with your process that we
are going to incorporate things we learned from your team into
our own processes. The worst part is that the project is
complete and we don’t get to work with your team anymore!
I know that sounds hokey, but it is true. [netEOP]
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